CONTACT US

LATTICE II COHORT

Target audience: Early-career URM women in engineering
May 30 - June 2, 2019 | Seattle, WA | Applications open Fall 2018

CONTACT US

Email: lattice@uw.edu | Website: advance.uw.edu/lattice
Adapts the WEBS and BRAINS professional development model of a national symposium coupled with peer mentoring groups

Provides a testbed for ethnographic research on the model and the program organizers

Empowers participants with a stronger sense of career self-efficacy and sense of belonging

**LATTICE I Cohort**
30 early-career EE/CS PhDs attended the first LATTICE symposium in May 2017. Panelists and participants alike reported feeling rejuvenated and recommitted to their work and scientific community.

**About the LATTICE Program**

NSF Award Number: HRD1500310 & EEC1700596

This program is a collaboration between the University of Washington, North Carolina State University and California Polytechnic State University.